Abstract-The computation capacity of conventional FPGAs is directly proportional to the size and expressive power of Look Up Table ( LUT) resources. Individual LUT performance is limited by transistor switching time and power dissipation, defined by the CMOS fabrication process. In this paper we propose OLUT, an optical core implementation of LUT, which has the potential for low latency and low power computation. In addition, the use of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) allows parallel computation, which can further increase computation capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The computation capacity of high-performance FPGAs is directly proportional to the size and expressive power of Look Up Table (LUT) resources. However, advances in their design rely on the CMOS fabrication process and are thus limited by transistor switching time and power dissipation. New design paradigms are thus mandatory to replace traditional, slow and power consuming, electrical interconnects and computing circuits. On-chip optical resources could offer an attractive alternative to electrical architectures due to the intrinsic properties of light propagation naming low latency and high bandwidth. While many related works already addressed the use of silicon photonics technology for designing high performance on-chip interconnects [1] [2] , only few evaluated its potential for realizing computing architectures [3] . This approach is particularly relevant in the context of reconfigurable computing, where current electronic solutions suffer from high power consumption overhead.
In this paper, we propose an optical core implementation of LUT named OLUT (which stands for Optical LUT). Our objective is to take advantage of silicon photonics to create an efficient, optically assisted, LUT. Traditional (i.e. fully electrical) n-LUTs [4] interface n data inputs and one data output, i.e. with a single operation performed at a time (see Fig. l. a) . Instead of multiplexing electrical signals by switching-on or -off transistors as in LUTs, OLUTs rely on the routing of optical signals across an optical network defined by interconnected waveguides and optical switches, along a path specified by the electrical input data. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (W DM) is used in order to realize simultaneous operations on the same input data. An m operation OLUT (so called n-m-OLUT) thus interfaces n-electrical data inputs to m electrical data outputs, using m optical signals at distinct wavelengths (1.0, ... , A.n-D, (see Fig. l. b) . Hence, in addition of low latency and low power computation characteristics, WDM can further increase the OLUT computation capacity through 978-3-981S370-0-0IDATE13/©2013 EDAA parallelism. To our knowledge, this work is the first proposing an optical implementation of LUTs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce optical devices used for implementing OLUTs and related works in silicon photonics computing architectures. The proposed OLUT architecture is presented in Section III. In Section IV, a preliminary evaluation of the OLUT performance highlights its potential for on-chip low latency and low power computation. Section V concludes the paper and gives perspectives to this work.
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
A photonic-based computing architecture typically relies on a few optical devices such as lasers, switches and photodetectors. We first introduce possible implementations of such functions and then present directed logic (DL) optical architectures based on these devices.
A. Op tical devices
An optical DL network is primarily composed of bistable optical switching elements, whose output can be described as two logic states, typically associated with the presence of light (logic TRUE ( ' 1 ')) or its absence (logic False ( ' 0')). SOl-based add-drop filters, which consist of a silicon microring resonator side-coupled to two straight waveguides (see Fig. 2 ), are commonly used as switching elements. These devices can be electrically controlled, are compact (�2Ilm diameter), and typically provide low switching energy (�3D/bit [3] ), and fast switching times (�ns), through exploiting relatively high Q factor (� 10,000) resonances [5] . The associated SOl technology is also CMOS compatible. The add-drop filter resonant wavelengths and the free spectral range (FSR) between adjacent resonances are primarily related to the ring diameter and re fractive index. By applying a voltage through a p-i-n junction built across the ring [5] , the resonant wavelengths can be shifted spectrally within the ns timescale.
When considering an input optical signal (OJ) at A; (close to one particular resonance 1.0), resonant and non-resonant states, with 1.0 equal to or detuned from A;, respectively, can thus be configured according to the value of the input voltage ej:
• The resonant state (Fig.2.b) is obtained when eFl. Light travelling into the first (horizontal) waveguide at A; (equal to 1.0) is coupled into the microring and is redirected to the second (vertical) waveguide, providing
Electrical Input e; (a) .. The ring resonance � is tuned away from the wavelength of the incoming light 1..; , so that it continues on the same waveguide, resulting in logic states '1' and '0' for output 1 and output 2, respectively. The add-drop filter can thus be considered either as an electrically controlled optical spatial router or as an electrically controlled optical switch that may change the direction of the optical signal. We use both functionalities for the OLUT architecture proposed in section III. Finally, using different microring resonators, schemes with multiple optical signals at distinct wavelengths can be implemented (see session III).
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The input optical signals are generated from continuous wave lasers acting as a power supply (on-chip or external). For single wavelength architectures, we could employ a standard laser diode delivering �10mW at 1550nm. For multi wavelength systems, multiplexed diode lasers or a single diode laser producing a frequency comb could be envisaged [6] .
Finally, the OlE converters could be made of on-chip CMOS compatible Germanium photodiodes having a high efficiency and a high speed response. The generated photocurrent is relatively independent of the signal wavelength.
B. Architecture of existing directed logic circuits
Directed logic (DL) was introduced as a logic architecture based on optical Fredkin-like gates [7] . A DL architecture is based on optical switches interconnected through waveguides, and while it improves computation latency, the interconnections are fixed and the optical switches are non configurable, leading to an application specific architecture.
The Reconfigurable DL (RDL) architecture provides additional flexibility since the computing operation can be reconfigured at will [3] . The architecture is composed of two planes of (re )configurable add-drop based cells. It allows logic functions (written as sum-of-products operations) to be mapped; the first and second planes are configured to implement products and sums, respectively. However, RDL does not allow multiple and distinct operations to be computed simultaneously using different wavelengths. Yet, parallelism exploiting WDM is a major advantage of optics for computation. As presented in section III, the proposed OLUT makes the most of silicon photonic technologies, including the use of WDM, for creating more power ful architectures.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED OLUT ARCHITECTURE

A. Single wavelength OLUT architectures
OLUTs are directly inspired from electrical LUTs commonly used in FPGA. An n-input LUT is interfaced through n data inputs, one data output and 2" configuration inputs connected to 2" bits RAM memory. Computation is achieved by directly indexing, from data inputs, the operation result stored in the memory. Figure 3a illustrates a 2-LUT. The main advantages of LUTs are the constant computation time and their ability to realize any Boolean function, leading to highly flexible architectures.
Here, we propose OLUT, an optical core implementation of the LUT, while keeping input and output data in electrical form. An example of OLUT architecture providing a similar behaviour to the 2-LUT is presented in Fig. 3b .
...,. . Similarly to the LUT, the OLUT is composed of two stages:
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1) The "Routing" part (left half of Fig. 3b ): based on the electrical data inputs, a set of interconnected optical routers drive the optical signal into one of the multiple waveguides.
2) The "Memorization" part (right half of Fig. 3b ): the OLUT configuration is stored in electrical RAM memories which can take either the 'I' or '0' logic values depending on the required Boolean function. Each memory governs the bias applied to the microring, thereby controlling the state of the optical switch.
The OLUT thus described uses an optical signal at a single wavelength Ao, providing an equivalent behavior to LUTs (i.e. a single operation is computed). For clarity, we used different symbols for the optical routers and the optical switches, in the routing and memorization parts respectively, although these all consist of similar add-drop filters. The relevance of this distinction will become more apparent when introducing the use of WDM in OLUT architectures in order to parallelize computations.
B. Multi-wavelength OLUT architectures
WDM can be used in OLUTs in order to perform simultaneous operations on the same input data. An m operation OLUT (so-called n-m-OLUT) interfaces n data to m output ports, using m optical signals at distinct wavelengths. A general representation is illustrated on Fig. 4 .. In the routing part, the m optical signals follow the same optical path, which is specified by the data inputs. This could be achieved, for instance, by having each of the multiplexed signal wavelengths individually matched to the adjacent resonances of the (identical) microrings that compose the router unit cells, i.e. the frequency spacing between the multiplexed optical signals coincides with the ring FSR. By contrast, the memorization part is replicated m times, with each memorization stage being wavelength specific. A practical example is shown in Fig. 5 for a 2-2-0LUT, where Ao and Al signals are selectively coupled within the first and second stages of the memorization part, respectively. This could be achieved through using distinct microring diameters at each column (and with a different FSR than for the routing stage unit cell).
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IV. PRELIMINARY EV ALUA TION OF THE OLUT PERFORMANCE
In this section, we introduce key metrics to evaluate the area size, the performance and the power consumption of n-m OLUTs. The scalability of the OLUT architecture with the number of data using WDM is estimated and the performance of OLUTs is compared with RDL for the full adder case [3] .
A. Evaluation metrics fo r the n-m-OLUT
The area size can be estimated from the total number of add-drop filters (NAD) in the n-m-OLUT, as the sum of the number of routers in the routing part (NR) and the number of switches in the memorization part (Ns) (see Fig. 4 . ):
NAD=NR+Ns =2n-l +mx2n
The second metric is the latency. The main contributions consist of the OlE conversion time ('te on v), the switching time for the router stage ('tsw) and the time to cross each add-drop in the resonant state ('tres�lOps for a microring with Q�lOOOO), both in the routing and the memorization parts. Note that 'tsw is equal to the switching time of a single router unit cell (�lns) since all the router cell states are changed by the data in parallel. By considering the worst case scenario, where light passes through n resonant routers in the routing part and one resonant switch in the memorization part, we estimate the associated total n-m-OLUT latency to be 'te on v + 'tsw + (n+ 1 )x'tres• Ultimately, the power consumption of n-m-OLUTs is related to the number of active devices in the system, i.e. the number of lasers (m), photodetectors (m) and add-drop filters (NAD)' Note that for increasing n and m values, add-drop filters rapidly predominate in the whole n-m-OLUT architecture, and become the critical building block. Here, we study how the use of multiple wavelengths in OLUTs allows us to reduce the hardware resource (i.e. NAD) to perform simultaneous computations, and how this scales with the number of input data, n. The result for the eight-operation case is plotted in Fig. 6 . The latter provides a comparison of the total number of add-drop filters in n-m-OLUT systems that need to be replicated 81m times (with m varying between 1 and 8) in order to perform the eight calculations simultaneously. As expected, the number of add-drop filters in n-m-OLUTs increases with the number n of input data. However, the increase rate is lower for the n-8-0LUT that exploits 8 multiplexed wavelength signals. Indeed, the higher the number of tolerated wavelengths, the higher the compactness and computation capacity that can be realized by WDM. In addition, the highest benefit of WDM in OLUTs increases with the number of data to be handled. This can be readily understood from Fig. 4 , which highlights that the hardware and energy resources of the n-m-OLUT routing part are shared by the m wavelengths, with the complexity of this part increasing with the number of input data.
e. Comparison k-bit fu ll carry adder
Even though a complete evaluation of the performance of the proposed OLUT will be the subject of future work, we study the potential of OLUTs in terms of low latency and power consumption on a specific application example, namely a k-bit full adder. We compare the OLUT needed to perform this operation with the previously discussed RDL architecture, based on reference [3] . The results for the number of active devices and the latency are shown in TABLE I. From [3] , RDL requires �9k? microrings for the expanded 2x2 unit cell structure, but �6kx4 k microrings when using Ixi unit cell based structures. For the full adder case, the former RDL structure has better scalability, as it requires only !c+k+ I products that generate k+ I outputs.
Since each product or sum requires one laser and one photodetector in RDL, it requires !C +2k+2 lasers and photodetectors in total. By considering the worst case scenario where light passes through a maximum of 2k+ I on-resonant switches at the product stage and !c+k+ I switches at the sum stage before the output, the RDL total latency is (k 2+k + 1+2k+ I )x'tres+2x'tsw plus 2x'tconv which accounts for two OlE conversions, and 2'tsw for the switching time in both stages. When considering the implementation of the same full adder application in an n-m-OLUT (i.e. n =2k+I and m=k+I), with the formula presented in session IV.B, �2kx4 k microrings and k+ I lasers are required, and the latency is equal to 'tc on v+'tsw+(2k+2)x'tres. We note that the number of microrings grows exponentially in OLUTs, but this is not too dramatic for a low number of inputs (less than 4), making it advantageous to split larger functions into several smaller OLUTs. Figure 7 illustrates a schematic example of the I bit full adder with a 3-2-0LUT, with the latency equal to 'tc on v +'tsw +4x'tres and including 23 add-drops. The first and second memorization stages are configured to realize sum and Coul computations on � and Al optical signals respectively. In scenario ( a), the three inputs are set to 'I' and the optical signals are thus driven, through the router part, into the lowest waveguide of the memorization part. Since both switches dedicated to � and Al are configured to the resonant state (i.e. the attached RAM memories contain the 'I ' value), both optical signals are coupled into the vertical waveguides, resulting in 'I' logic value on COUI and sum output ports. In scenario (b), a single input is set to 'I'; the optical signal will thus be driven to the upper waveguide for which only the � microring is set to the resonant state. Hence, light will be coupled into a single vertical waveguide, resulting in value ' I ' and '0' on sum and COU! ports, respectively. Therefore, we may conclude that OLUTs allow for lower latency and a reduced number of optical devices, hence reducing the power consumption in this full adder configuration when compared to RDL systems. This example also illustrates the potential for furt her parallel computation through using a higher number of multiplexed wavelengths, which is possible by exploiting integrated photonic technology.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we proposed OLUTs, where the intrinsic advantages of optics are exploited into the core architecture of LUTs to realize photonic assisted computing systems with low latency and that are readily reconfigurable. When compared to previously proposed RDL architectures, OLUTs do not require intermediate slow and power hungry OlE conversions. In addition, OLUTs can be uniquely combined with WDM, allowing several computations to be performed simultaneously. This provides a way to save energy and hardware resource through implementing parallelism, a key advantage of optics for computing.
Future directions of our work include the more systematic evaluation of the OLUT performance and the scaling of the OLUT size and power consumption with the input and bit dimension of data. The upper speed at which these architectures can be driven will be also more accurately calculated. In particular, we will investigate the use of all optical switches that should enable, in principle, much faster switching times. This preliminary work demonstrates the potential of silicon photonics CMOS compatible technology for optically assisted on-chip computation.
